WAR, HI-JACKING AND OTHER PERILS EXCLUSION CLAUSE
(AVIATION)
This Policy does not cover claims caused by
(a)

War, invasion, acts of foreign enemies, hostilities (whether war be declared or not),
civil war, rebellion, revolution, insurrection, martial law, military or usurped power
or attempts at usurpation of power.

(b)

Any hostile
(i)

detonation of any device employing atomic or nuclear fission and/or fusion or
other like reaction and any radioactive contamination and electromagnetic pulse
resulting directly from such detonation.

(ii)

use of radioactive contamination or matter.

(iii) use of an electromagnetic pulse.
(iv)

emission, discharge, or release of chemical or biological materials that are
poisonous or pathogenic.

(c)

Strikes, riots, civil commotions or labour disturbances.

(d)

Any act of one or more persons, whether or not agents of a sovereign power, for
political or terrorist purposes and whether the loss or damage resulting therefrom is
accidental or intentional.

(e)

Any malicious act or act of sabotage.

(f)

Confiscation, nationalisation, seizure, restraint, detention, appropriation, requisition
for title or use by or under the order of any government (whether civil, military or de
facto) or public or local authority.

(g)

Hi-jacking or any unlawful seizure or wrongful exercise of control of the Aircraft or
crew in flight (including any attempt at such seizure or control) made by any person
or persons on board the Aircraft acting without the consent of the Insured. For the
purpose of this exclusion (g) only, an aircraft is considered to be in flight at any time
from the moment when all its external doors are closed following embarkation until
the moment when any such door is opened for disembarkation or when the aircraft is
in motion. A rotor-wing aircraft shall be deemed to be in flight when the rotors are in
motion as a result of engine power, the momentum generated therefrom, or
autorotation.

Furthermore this Policy does not cover claims arising whilst the Aircraft is outside the control
of the Insured by reason of any of the above perils. The Aircraft shall be deemed to have been
restored to the control of the Insured on the safe return of the Aircraft to the Insured at an
airfield not excluded by the geographical limits of this Policy, and entirely suitable for the
operation of the Aircraft (such safe return shall require that the Aircraft be parked with
engines shut down and under no duress).
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In common with all AICG produced AVN Clauses, this Clause is published by AICG, but it is
expressly non-binding and AICG makes no recommendation as to its use in particular
policies. Insurers are of course free to offer different policy wordings and clauses to their
policy holders.

